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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to design the microchip pattern recognition system that is able to recognize microchip pattern based on
given criteria. The inputs scenes are processed by user-friendly software created in C# programming language and then are
compared with reference pattern stored in database. Pattern recognition is based on Cambridge optical correlator, which was
designed mainly for comparison and identification of images based on their similarities. The use of optical processing technology
will increase the speed of processing amounts of data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Systems that offer fast and highly accurate processing
results are an essential part of today. These systems
include technologies based on optical data processing,
which are preferred over electrical systems. Optical
systems use light for processing and transmitting large
amounts of data in real-time. The Cambridge optical
correlator is primarily designed to compare and identify
the images using optical correlation for the image
comparison. The Cambridge optical correlator uses
software “Fourier Optics Experimenter” (FOE), which
allows users to investigate the possibilities of Fourier
optics in different research areas. The disadvantage of this
emerging system is its size. Many companies dealing with
issues of Fourier optics are trying to miniaturize this
system. Nowadays, its size shrunk by about half and it
opened new possibilities for its use [1][2][3][4][5].
Goal of this paper is to present the microchip pattern
recognition system (MPRS) based on optical correlator.
This system is capable of recognize microchip pattern that
are used in ID cards, credit cards and SIM cards.

Cambridge optical correlator is used as a comparator in
this system. In our case, scanned microchip patterns are
compared with reference microchip patterns stored in the
database.
In Chapter two, the proposed system is presented. The
particular procedure of MPRS is shown and individual
processing steps are described. Chapter three describes
user-friendly software of MPRS that is created in C#
programming language. Experiments and results are
presented in Chapter four. Conclusion is summarized in
Chapter five.
2. MICROCHIP PATTERN RECOGNITION
SYSTEM
The microchip pattern recognitions system (Fig. 1) is
designed to detect microchip from the input scene based
on given criteria and then compare the pattern with
reference microchip pattern from the experimental
database. A program which is created in C# programming
language with using Aforge. NET library is used to detect
the patterns.

Fig. 1 Procedure of microchip pattern recognition system
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2.1. Pre-processing
The main task of the Pre-processing is to adjust the
input image obtained by the camera for the purpose of
obtaining necessary information microchip pattern. It is
realized by the software for detection of the microchip
pattern, which must quickly and clearly determine the
region of interest (ROI). The Pre-processing consists of
the following four steps:


Grayscale filter,



Edge detection,



Blobs filter,



Selection and extraction of ROI.

The first step is setting the resolution of the input
image (Fig. 2a)) to 800x478 pixels, so the functions used
in the program detect the microchip pattern as quickly as
possible. Subsequently, Grayscale filter is applied by
using the function “Grayscale()” to convert the multi-level
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to the grayscale image. This image carries brightness
information only, no information about a colour (Fig. 2b)).
Sobel detector (Fig. 2c)) was used for edge detection by
using the function “SobelEdgeDetector()”. This function
converts image to black and white image, which get files
of closed curves. These files of curves represent a range of
areas and objects. After edge detection, an image contains
unwanted objects or areas (blobs) that are not a part of the
microchip pattern. The function “BlobsFiltering()” is
applied to remove blobs that are smaller than 75x75 and
bigger than 150x150 pixels (Fig. 2d)). Next step is
selecting and defining the region of interest which means
the place where microchip pattern might be located. The
algorithm “BlobCounter()” is applied to the image – it
gradually passes line by line and returns an array of
rectangles that bound the field of blobs (Fig. 2e)). Last
step is extraction of the selected region of interest which
represents pattern (Fig. 2f)). The found microchip pattern
are compared with reference microchip pattern using
Cambridge optical correlator [6][7][8][9].

Fig. 2 a) Input image, b) grayscale, c) edge detection, d) blobs filter, e) selection of region of interest, f) extracted microchip pattern

2.2. Cambridge optical correlator
The basis of proposed system for microchips detection
is the Cambridge optical correlator, whose main task is to
compare the acquired image with a reference image. It is
type of Joint Transform Correlator (Fig. 3), it means that
optical correlation is formed by two subsequent Fourier
transforms. Joint Transform Correlators are distinguished
by the fact that the Fourier spectra are summed together.

optical output contains correlation peaks with size that
reflects measure of the similarity of the compared images.
The main and most important data is the size of the
correlation peaks of the compared images. These data are
generated by optical correlator and saved into a text
document [9][10][11][12][13].
Mathematical expression of the input scene can be
written as follows:
f(x,y) = s(x,y) + r(x,y),

(1)

where s(x,y) and r(x,y) represents input and reference
images shown in input plane. The input scene f(x,y) is
then Fourier transformed and produces F(α,β).
F(α,β) = F{s(x,y)}+F{r(x,y)} = S(α,β) + R(α,β).
Fig. 3 Principle of Joint Transform Correlator

The input scene of optical correlator is formed by
images of microchip pattern (acquired and reference) and
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(2)

Using next equations, the square of absolute value of
transformed input scene can be produced.
J(α,β) = |F(α,β)|2 = |S(α,β) + R(α,β)|2
ISSN 1338-3957 (online), www.aei.tuke.sk
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= |S(α,β)|2 + |R(α,β)|2 + 2|S(α,β)R(α,β)|2.

(3)

The square of absolute value of complex function is
equal to multiplication of function with its complex
conjugated function and then we can write:
J(α,β) = S(α,β) S*(α,β) + R(α,β) R*(α,β)
+ S(α,β)R(α,β) + R(α,β) S*(α,β).

(4)

3. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION OF
MICROCHIP PATTERN RECOGNITION
SYSTEM
Experiments were done by Cambridge optical
correlator and computer with FOE software. FOE is used
to control the optical correlator and his source code is
created by programming language C#, so user interface is
created in Visual Studio 2015 in this language too. The
user interface of the MPRS consists of two simple
windows – Processing and Analysis [1][2][4].

Fig. 5 Window – Analysis

3.1. Processing
The first window – Processing, is shown in the Fig. 4
This part of the user interface is used to process of input
scenes and to save extracted region of interest which
represents microchip pattern. The user selects the folder of
input scene and folder where will be ROI saved. In
addition, this window is shown input microchip pattern
and bounded region of interest where microchip pattern
might be located.
Fig. 6 Table of intensities

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The captured images of different types of microchip
pattern were analysed by created MPRS based on
Cambridge optical correlator. Fig. 7 is shown reference
microchip pattern stored in the reference database.

Fig. 4 Window – Processing

3.2. Analysis
The second window – Analysis, is shown on Fig. 5.
This part of software is used to evaluation of experiments.
The user selects the text file generated by Cambridge
optical correlator, sets the threshold value and after that
the table is created. The table contains information such as
a name and image of extracted and reference microchip
pattern, their intensities, an average intensity (Result).
If user pushes the button, the table of intensities will
be displayed.
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Fig. 7 Reference microchip pattern

Fig. 8 shows optical correlation between extracted and
reference microchip pattern. The created input scene can
be seen on Fig. 8a), Joint Power Spectrum (JPS) (Fig.
8b)), JPS binary or threshold processed (Fig. 8c)) and the
optical output (Fig. 8 d)) [2][4][5][10].
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experiments had value of intensity in range 70 - 81% but
compared images was not the same.
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Fig. 8 Process of optical correlation between two same
microchips

As it was mentioned above, the optical output contains
correlation peaks and their size might be in within range
<0;255> where value “255” refers to total match and value
“0” refers to mismatch [2][3]. The equation (5) means
percentage match between images situated in the input
scene, where I is arithmetic mean, I1 and I2 are intensities
of the correlation peaks:
Match (%) = I / 255 * 100,

(5)

I = (I1 + I2) / 2

(6)

The reference database contains 11 microchip patterns.
100 reference measurements were made to obtain
thresholds for each of microchip patterns. Threshold can be
considered as the average value of intensity of correlation
peaks. The resulting thresholds are shown in the Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Resulting intensities

It was decided that if value of percentage match is
greater than 85 %, the extracted and reference microchip
pattern are considered as the same. Values of intensities of
correlation peaks of experiments shown in Fig. 8 are I1 =
224 and I2 = 224. So according to equation (5) match of
input images is 87,8%. 66 measurements were made, in
which the pattern comparison was performed. The results
of percentage value of intensity of extracted and reference
microchip pattern are shown in Fig. 10. As mentioned
above, the maximum intensity value is 255, e.g. exact
match of compared microchip pattern. The average
intensity of correlation was 89.58 what is 35.13%. Some
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Experiment

Fig. 10 Resulting intensities

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper MPRS has been described in detail. This
system uses user-friendly software created in
programming language C# for microchip pattern
extraction from static image and then these microchip
patterns are compared with reference pattern stored in
experimental database using Cambridge optical correlator.
The average values of intensities and percentage match of
compared images were obtained.
The input scene (ID cards, credit cards and SIM cards)
was obtained by HD colour camera. The surface of these
cards might be polluted or distorted. So, all of that had
significant impact on detection and recognition.
Nowadays there are many methods of pattern
recognition such a neuron networks, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) or Bayesian Networks. Neural Networks
and SVM are learning techniques that used model or
pattern based on training data to learn and then to predict
or classify data. Bayesian networks, as one of probabilistic
graphical models, form an important part of artificial
intelligence. They are associated with theory of
probability and graph theory. In practice, they are used for
creating expert systems and knowledge modelling for
medical and technical applications, and references various
support systems, as well as the analysis of text and image
processing. These methods achieve a high percentage of
recognition, such as SVM achieves results in within range
92% to 98% depending on the model. Cambridge optical
correlator achieves a lower percentage of recognition but
the processing speed is unmatched by other methods
because the transmission medium is light [14].
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